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Forew ord
In this year of 1952 the Canadian Red Cross Society is honoured to be the host to 

the XVIIIth International Red Cross Conference. On this significant occasion the Canadian 
Junior Red Cross in co-operation with the ten Canadian provincial Departments of Educa
tion presents an exhibition of the art of young people from many parts of the world.

This small brochure is meant to explain to the Conference delegates and to our 
many friends at home and abroad the meaning and purpose of the Art Programme of 
the Junior Red Cross.

It is my privilege and pleasure, on behalf of the National Junior Red Cross Com
mittee, to thank the members of the Art Advisory Committee for their faithfulness in 
working to develop our national programme and for their efforts to make this international 
exhibition a success. W e wish to thank especially the Chairman of the Committee, Dr. 
C. D. Gaitskeil, without whose interest, wisdom and constant assistance this programme 
would have been impossible.

My Committee likewise wishes to pay special tribute to the American Junior Red 
Cross and to the National Art Education Association of the United States for their unstinting 
co-operation and assistance. Furthermore, we are grateful to the Junior Red Cross 
Bureau of the League of Red Cross Societies for their advice, and to those National 
Junior Red Cross Sections which have contributed pictures for exhibition.

The National Junior Red Cross Committee trusts that this exhibition will contribute 
to the success of the XVIIIth International Conference and will provide a stimulus to the 
International Art Programme of the Junior Red Cross and thus to the cause of world 
understanding.

Chairman,
National Junior Red Cross Committee.

Toronto, Canada, June 24, 1952.
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T O W A R D S  U N D E R S T A N D I N G

HOW CAN WE BRIDGE THE BARRIERS OF LANGUAGE?
A ten-year-old in a Korean classroom struggles manfully with pencil and paper. 

He is writing a letter in English. The ways of this new language are strange to him, but 
there is something he wants desperately to say. Something about a box labelled G ift 
of the American Junior Red Cross—

“Dear dear my friends across the ocean—

“Now I p lay the harmonica, then my little brother has stopped crying. This harmonica 
is very good for crying children, I guess. The pencil has been taken by my brother and 
the handkerchief has been taken by my sister.

“W e all thank you very much for these gifts which have come from far distance . . .

“ I sure want to go to your country and see you and thank you. Well, then, very 
good wishes for your health. And let us try having peace of the world. Good-by, my 
dear friends, until the next d ay.”

For those of us who believe in a programme for international understanding among 
the youth of the world, this story is, in a sense, a parable. A child in a war-devastated 
community receives a simple gift. This gift, he knows, comes from children like himself, 
living half-way across the world in a country he has never seen. With a child’s direct 
insight he sees beyond the tangible gift to its meaning— understanding and friendliness. 
His response, struggling through the barriers of language and distance, is just as direct: 
“Let us try having peace of the world. .

WHAT IS INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING?
What precisely do we mean by this phrase— international understanding? Certainly 

not a mere vague feeling of friendliness for all people, everywhere. This can never be 
the basis of positive thinking or positive action. Equally, international understanding is 
not a matter of simple factual knowledge. It cannot be learned from a geography 
text-book. The sense of world citizenship must grow from a real, personal understanding 
of other people's backgrounds, their traditions and experience. Obviously, if our young 
people are to achieve so broad and deep an understanding, our programme must begin 
as soon as formal education begins. Ideas of citizenship must be sown in the kindergarten, 
and grow as the child grows.

So it is that the Junior Red Cross programme begins with the six-year-old’s natural 
focus of attention— himself. In kindergarten you will find the young Junior industriously 
brushing his teeth, obeying his Health Rules letter for letter. He may tell you that he 
is doing this "for the Red Cross"— and so he is. In adult terms he is recognizing the first 
responsibility of citizenship, the individual’s responsibility for his personal health.

As the child grows his social horizon expands. A  year or two later you will find 
the same child working as part of a group on a school health project— a clean-up cam
paign perhaps, or a school lunch programme. Still later he will be undertaking projects 
that affect the health and welfare of his whole community, visiting children in hospitals,
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giving assistance to handicapped neighbours. Soon his ideas of service begin to reach 
out beyond his immediate environment, beyond his home, his school and his community. 
A hundred opportunities for service, national and international in their scope, crowd his 
imagination. His Junior Red Cross group prepares a shipment of clothing for flood-victims 
in a city two hundred miles away. They make toys and pack health kits for refugee 
children in Europe.

WHAT IS THE PATTERN OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT?

This then is a logical pattern of social development. The child who has learned to 
care for his personal health begins to think about the health and welfare of others. He 
learns to apply his resources of mental and physical energy for the good of his community. 
Later, as a young citizen, he translates his ideas of service into a language of international 
understanding. His gifts to children in other lands are tokens of understanding, invitations 
to friendship. “Let us try having peace of the world . . .”

The pattern, we say, is logical. Each step leads naturally, inevitably one might think, 
to the next. But this is adult logic, and rather abstract. The healthy child is not inevitably 
concerned for the health and welfare of his schoolmates and neighbours. Young people 
who have achieved an elementary level of citizenship and responsibility in their home 
communities will not respond immediately to the larger demands of world citizenship and 
the need for international understanding.

Each step is in fact a strenuous leap of the imagination. The realization of each 
ideal— health, service, international understanding— is a milestone on the road to 
maturity. Unless the child’s imagination keeps pace with his practical activities, the activ
ities themselves are of little value. His participation in Junior Red Cross can become a 
mere round of busy-ness, perfunctory and on the whole rather boring.
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How then can the objectives of citizenship be brought within the range of a child’s 
imagination? How can an abstract problem become a challenge to adventure? At the 
outset, the answers to these questions are not far to seek. For very young children the 
Junior Red Cross health programme is something like a new sort of game. The goal is 
immediate and tangible. There are new rules to learn and new songs to sing. There is 
the excitement of working and playing for the first time as part of an organized group—  
a new feeling of “belonging.” These things in themselves will spur the child to clear his 
first hurdle on the road to mature citizenship. Later, projects for community service will 
make greater demands on the young citizen's initiative and imagination. But here, too, 
he has the goal in sight; there is the incentive of a real, visible need and the satisfaction 
of definite achievement.

HOW CAN INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING BE DEVELOPED?
What happens when new projects carry the child’s activities into the international 

sphere? The goal is beyond the horizon now; there is no longer the fun of playing a new 
game, or the pleasant feeling of being thanked by one’s neighbours. Satisfaction must 
come entirely from the child’s own understanding of what he is doing, from a real sense 
of citizenship in the world community.

How can a child who lives under the arctic circle in northern Canada (for example), 
who attends a one-room, log-cabin school— how can such a child come to a real sense of 
understanding and kinship with children who live in Australia, in Pakistan, in Yugoslavia?

HARVEST THANKSGIVING
AUSTRIA 12 YEARS
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He learns about these countries in his geography lessons, of course. Perhaps he has d ay
dreams about life in these far-off lands. But facts and fancies do not add up to inter
national understanding. In the child’s own experience friendship and understanding are 
based on shared adventures and shared ideas. So, in the international sphere we must 
establish a means of sharing ideas, sharing experience.

And how is this to come about? International exchange visits have been arranged 
in the past with considerable success. But obviously such projects cannot be carried out 
on a broad enough scale to affect all the youth of the world.

On a broader scale, the international exchange of school correspondence has been 
effective. In 1950, for example, 4,288 portfolios were exchanged among the schools 
of fifty-seven nations. But here, too, there are obvious limitations: the cumbersome process 
of exchange, inevitable delays, and, greatest of all, the international barriers of language.

What then? Are we to invent a sort of basic Esperanto whereby our youth may 
communicate across political boundaries and the frontiers of language? Such a language 
was, in fact, invented before the dawn of history. It is being taught in our schools today.

HOW DOES ART CONTRIBUTE TO INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING?
Art as a means of expression is older than the pyramids, older than civilization. 

A painting of a galloping black bison, daubed on the wall of a cave by an artist who 
died twenty thousand years ago— that alone can give you a clearer insight into the mys
terious world of the cave-man than all the textbooks and all the learned arguments. 
In the same way, a five-year-old gleefully dabbling with paintbrush and colours can tell 
you a great deal about his own private world— more, certainly, than he could put into 
words; perhaps more than you would learn from a book on child psychology. The adoles
cent who has mastered the techniques of visual expression will give you a lively panorama 
of a brave new world— his world, and his ideas.

Look back for a moment on your own childhood recollections of art classes. If you 
see only a painful series of lessons in the grammar of perspective, a dull succession of 
still-life exercises involving over-ripe apples and milk bottles— then the point of this 
argument will not be obvious. Art, you will think, may be a means of expression for the 
gifted child; for the average child it is only a tedious exercise.
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But this, modern educators will tell you, is not the case. Art— visual expression— is 
in some sense our first native language. Before he can speak, a child will make marks 
and strange symbols on paper. And from this beginning any child may be guided to a 
high level of artistic maturity. He can develop a vocabulary of expression that is at once 
universal and intensely personal.

Educators used to go on at great and pedantic length about the disciplinary and 
formative benefits to be derived from a study of the classics. The child, they felt, would 
be a better citizen for the fact that he had first mastered Latin syntax and Greek irregular 
verbs. This, no doubt, was true to a greater or less degree depending on the individual 
child’s temperament. The same claim can be put forward nowadays more forcefully, if 
less dogmatically, for the study of an international language, the language of art. W e 
may have an opinion, or no opinion, on the educational values of the “dead” languages. 
But the values of a language that was alive before the first Greek verb was conjugated, 
that is as full of life and energy today as any six-year-old in our kindergartens— these 
have a serious claim on our consideration.

WHAT IS THE LANGUAGE OF CHILD ART?

How is such a language to be taught? Ideally the child learns visual expression 
much as he learns to express himself in his own language. There are no stubborn, mechan
ical rules of grammar. First he is introduced to the means of expression. For a while he 
will play happily and quite unintelligibly with his brush and colours— like a baby making 
noises for the sheer joy of making himself heard. Then, as the infant learns that different 
sorts of noises produce different results, the young artist begins to attach special meanings 
to different colours and shapes. His splashes become symbols, childlike symbols for his 
ideas and feelings and demands. One needs a parent’s ear to distinguish a child's first 
spoken word— and the eye of an experienced teacher to interpret his first efforts at

WAITING FOR 
SOMEONE 
WHO DOES 
NOT COME 
CANADA 

22 YEARS
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visual expression. But gradually, through experience and observation, the child’s vocabu
lary expands. Even in kindergarten he can make statements in poster-paint— about his 
life and his world— that are at once charming, intelligible and revealing.

What has been happening in these first few months of the child's artistic career? 
He has come to terms with a new medium of expression. More than that, he has come to 
grips with life itself. Out of the vast confusion of impressions that parade before him 
day by day he has learned to select particular images to express his particular reactions. 
The sorting process is a thinking process. The child is learning to think individually and 
creatively about his world— or, as the moralists would say, to profit by experience.

The very young artist’s pictures have to do mostly with his own personal, individual 
experience. “Me Carrying Parcels,” “I Am Eating”— these are typical titles for a seven- 
year-old’s artistic expression. But very soon other figures join the dominant “Me” in 
the pictures. An eight-year-old will paint “Jim and I Are Playing in Our Garden.” At 
nine he may make a vivid, active sketch of “Our Hockey Team.” A teen-ager will sum
marize the life and character of a whole town in “Rainy Night on Main Street.” New 
developments are implicit in each of these stages. First, the child has become aware of 
a social as well as a physical environment. Second, the means of expression has become 
a means of communication. He has found that he can tell a story in terms of design and 
colour.

As in spoken language, the vocabulary of understanding grows with the vocabulary 
of expression, and each supplements the other. As the child learns to express his own 
experience in visual terms, he is increasingly interested in other people’s expression. In 
the work of his classmates, and in the paintings of artists who are grown-up and famous, 
he begins to find echoes of his own ideas and his own problems. So the child’s experiments 
with paint and brush, and his native curiosity may lead him to the brink of a lively social 
consciousness.

And the next step? If he can talk without words, and understand without tiresome 
verbal explanations, his language is in fact international. Why then should it not have 
international scope?
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HOW DOES THE JUNIOR RED CROSS USE THE LANGUAGE OF ART?
By w ay of summary, let us put these ideas about art and about Junior Red Cross in 

a practical context. Imagine an ordinary boy in the eighth grade. He is the usual sort of 
gangling twelve-year-old, with a twelve-year-old's habit of looking at everything from 
behind a large question-mark.

At a Junior Red Cross meeting he listens, a little doubtfully, to plans and discussion 
about a new project. “These children in Germany need our help,” the president says. 
“And besides, we won't just be helping them. W e’ll be doing something for International 
Understanding.”

“How’s that again?” our average youngster asks himself. The project sounds fine, 
of course. He likes the idea of helping these children in a distant country, and he knows 
that their need is real. But international understanding? How can you understand a 
person you have never seen, never talked to— a person who doesn’t even speak your 
language?

The next day, in an art class he shows his latest sketch to the teacher. “It's good, 
John,” the teacher says, “one of the best you've done. You've got a real piece of life 
on paper.”

John puzzles over this for a minute. Then, “You said the other day that paint could 
talk, that art was a kind of language. An international language?”

“Yes.”
“Well then— if a kid in some other country— in Germany for instance— saw this 

picture, even if he’d never been to Canada-—if he’d never played football— he’d 
understand?”

“Yes, John. He’d understand.”
“Like television— only more so!” The young artist grins. “Kind of an— International 

Understanding!”

NATIVE DANCE
VENEZUELA 6th GRADE
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It sometimes happens that two questions, two problems fuse to make one dynamic 
idea. It can happen in a twelve-year-old's mind. (“How can international understanding 
work?” young John asks himself. And “W hat is this picture for?” Then suddenly a new 
idea is born: “This picture could work for international understanding!”) The same sort 
of thing can happen between individuals and groups, often with astonishing results.

HOW DID THE INTERNATIONAL ART PROGRAMME COME ABOUT?

In the United States five years ago two groups faced two distinct problems. A group 
of American art educators had long been seeking new channels for school art, such 
channels as would give new imaginative scope, new drive and purpose to art projects 
in the schools. At the same time people concerned with the development of Junior Red 
Cross activities were seeking new means and new media for the programme of inter
national communication. The two groups met. Each recognized a positive challenge in 
the other's problem, and each group accepted the challenge. A new co-operative experi
ment— the International School Art Programme— dates from that meeting.

The idea was not entirely a new one. Other groups in a number of countries had 
been sending art exhibitions abroad for many years. From the point of view of develop
ing international understanding, however, these attempts were too spasmodic to be 
effective. The Junior Red Cross Bureau of the League of Red Cross Societies saw at once 
how dynamic a force such a programme could be and urged all fifty-five National Junior 
Red Cross Sections to join in it.

In Canada the idea was received with enthusiasm by all ten provincial Departments 
of Education. In order to assist the National Headquarters of the Canadian Junior Red 
Cross the Department of Education of the Province of Ontario agreed to lend its Director 
of Art Education to be chairman of the Junior Red Cross Art Advisory Committee. Other 
distinguished Canadian art educators enthusiastically agreed to form the Canadian Junior
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Red Cross Art Advisory Committee. Under the capable direction of this Committee the 
Canadian programme has expanded rapidly.

Other countries also took up the idea and by 1951 eighteen National Junior Red 
Cross Sections* were actively participating. In that year the Japanese Junior Red Cross 
sponsored an exhibit of international school art, and in the same year 1,500 paintings 
by young people of thirty-eight nations were hung in the Palazzo Venezia in Rome, and 
viewed by more than 50,000 people.

WHAT IS BEING DONE TODAY?

And today? In this summer of 1952, in Toronto, representatives of seventy-two 
nations are meeting for the XVIIIth International Red Cross Conference. Such a meeting 
at such a time is in itself an impressive declaration of faith in the cause of world under
standing. It is reasonable that at such a meeting— along with the strident demands of 
the present— the voices of the future should also be heard.

A special exhibition of paintings contributed to the Junior Red Cross International 
Art Programme has been arranged for this International Conference. Through their 
pictures young people of many lands speak boldly and confidently for the future. Their 
language is frank and simple; it needs no interpreters. “ W e believe in service for others 
. . . in health of mind and body . . .  in better human relations throughout the world.”

Is it unreasonable to hope that in the great issues of the future such voices as these 
may cast a deciding vote?

* Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iran, Ireland 
Italy, Japan, Poland, Sweden, the U.S.A., Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
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